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Seek training. Your local Area on Aging is an excellent
place to start. Their focus is on the caregiver, not only the
elderly. 

Self-care is important. It's up to you to protect your mental,
emotional, spiritual, and physical well-being. We can't care
for others unless we also care for ourselves.

You need respite and renewal. Try to get regular rest and
find out what renews your energy to prevent burnout. 

Ask for help. Pride doesn't have a place on this journey.
Caregiving is a hard job, so It's okay to ask for help. Look at
your state's Department of Health and Human Services for
approved agencies that offer hands-on help & respite care.

Create a network of support. It's not easy, so get started at
church, with neighbors, friends, and family.

Join a family caregiver support group.

Leave the guilt behind. Caregiver guilt is real, but it's a
waste of your precious energy. Your best is good enough.

Develop healthy coping skills. Start with exercise, rediscover
an old hobby, or start journaling.

Prayer is your most valuable tool. Please use it often.

Spend time in your Bible. This shifts the focus from your
circumstances to Christ, the true source of our strength. 

Memorize scripture. It's a stress reliever. 

Trust God. He wouldn't have set you on this path without
providing the map and skills to complete it.
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This survival guide aims to help Family
Caregivers escape the overwhelm (as much
as possible) and learn to smile again.

Family Caregiving can be a journey into
progressively challenging terrain. So, we
want you to be prepared, not surprised. 

You may just be getting started, or perhaps
you've been at it a while but still trying to find
your way.

The first thing to understand is that this isn't a
solitary journey. We need tools, tips, and most
importantly, a support system. 

This guide helps you assemble a survival kit
full of practical tools to help you confidently
move forward.

Practical  tips  for
Surviving  the

Caregiving  journey  

with  a  smile
 

Our Destination Survival Kit Must-Haves

 "There are only four kinds of
people in the world: those

who have been caregivers,
those who are currently

caregivers, those who will be
caregivers, and those who will

need caregivers." 
–Rosalynn Carter

C
CLEAR-SIGHTED:
Seek & share practical tips to make
your family caregiving life a little
easier. 

A
ACCOMMODATE:
In obedience, make room for and
accept God's request to assume the
role of a family caregiver.

R
RENEW:
Explore ways to renew your mind,
body, and spirit through Scripture,
self-care, and learning to savor life's
momentary miracles.

E
ENCOURAGE: 
Be encouraged and encourage
others to face each new day with
confidence knowing you are not
alone.
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